Mode and data dependency analyses find many applications in the generation of efficient executable code for logic programs. For example, mode information can be used to generate specialized unification instructions where permissible, to detect determinacy and functionality of programs, generate index structures more intelligently, reduce the amount of runtime tests in systems that support goal suspension, and in the integration of logic and functional languages. Data dependency information can be used for various source-level optimizing transformations, to improve backtracking behavior and to parallelize logic programs. This paper describes and proves correct an algorithm for the static inference of modes and data dependencies in a program. The algorithm is shown to be quite efficient for programs commonly encountered in practice.
INTRODUCTION
Two kinds of information that are of particular interest in the generation of efficient code for logic programs are mode information for predicates and data dependency information between literals in a clause. This paper is concerned with the static inference of these properties.
In general, logic programs are not directed, in the sense that there is no concept of "input" and "output" arguments to procedures. An argument may be used as either an input or an output argument, and programs may be executed in either a "forward" or a "backward" direction. However, it is often the case that, in a particular program, a predicate is executed in one direction only, that is, it is always called with a particular set of its arguments bound (the "input" arguments) and another set unbound (the "output" arguments). Traditionally, this information has been supplied by the programmer using what are called "mode declarations" [ 261.
Mode information finds many different applications in high-performance logic programming systems. It can be used to generate specialized code for unification that is more efficient than the general-purpose routines because there are fewer cases to take care of [25, 261. Mode information is important in detecting deterministic and functional computations and in reducing the program's search effort [9, 171 . It can be used to generate index structures for predicates more intelligently.
In systems that support goal suspension based on variable instantiations (e.g., MU-Prolog [19] and Sicstus Prolog [23] ), mode information can be used to reduce the amount of testing required to determine whether a goal should be suspended. Mode information is also important in integrating logic and functional programming languages [21] . Data dependency information is useful in various optimizing transformations of logic programs [7] , in improving the backtracking behavior of programs [3] and in parallelizing logic programs 12 , 271.
Early work on mode inference via static analysis was done by Mellish , who used dependencies between variables to propagate information regarding their instantiation.
However, this approach had the drawback that built-in predicates such as '='/2 could not be handled very precisely; moreover, since aliasing effects resulting from unification were not taken into account, the procedure sometimes produced erroneous results [18] . A more syntactic approach to mode inference, based on the simple mode set (in, out), was proposed by Reddy in connection with work on transforming logic programs into functional languages [al] . This approach, however, applied only to a restricted class of logic programs and often tended to be very conservative. A more accurate treatment based on global flow analysis was described by Debray and Warren [6] . Since then, mode inference procedures related to this have been described by Bruynooghe et al. [l, 131 and Mannila and Ukkonen [ 151. Bruynooghe et al. discuss mode inference as an abstract interpretation problem akin to type inference, and suggest keeping track of the aliases of a variable using two sets of variables, the "sure aliases" and the "possible aliases"; Mannilla and Ukkonen use a simple mode set that is essentially the same as Reddy's, but focus on the algorithmic aspects of the analysis.
Static inference of data dependencies for Prolog programs has been investigated by Chang et al. [2, 31 , and by Warren et al. [27] . They describe how data dependency information can be used both to parallelize Prolog programs and also to improve its backtracking behavior without incurring significant runtime overhead. Data dependency analysis has also been investigated by Mannilla and Ukkonen [15] , who discuss computational aspects of the algorithm; however, because their analysis does not take mode information into account when propagating dependencies, it is quite conservative. Deransart and Maluszynski have used the relationship between logic programs and attribute grammars to reason about properties of logic programs, including the modeling of data dependencies and reduction of occur checks [ll] : their treatment, like Reddy's, is also based on a mode set {input, output) containing only two elements. Debray has considered the incremental synthesis of control strategies for parallel logic programs using mode and data dependency information [5] . Other related work includes flow analysis of logic programs to detect situations where cyclic termsSaumya K. Debray can be created during unification, which involves reasoning about the aliasing behavior of programs [20, 221. The work described in this paper is based on the ideas introduced in [6] , but with several important innovations. The most significant of these is the treatment of aliasing introduced here: in retrospect, the safety criteria used to handle aliasing in [6] , while sound, were both ad hoc and overly conservative. This paper describes a uniform treatment of aliasing that rectifies these problems. The worst-case complexity of the algorithm is analyzed based on this treatment. This suggests a variant of the basic algorithm that has a significantly superior worst-case performance, at the cost of a slight potential loss in precision for a small class of programs. We also identify a class of programs, called programs of bounded variety, which contains most programs encountered in practice, and for which these algorithms have a significantly better worst-case performance. A related treatment of aliasing is given by Bruynooghe et al., who propose that information about the aliases of a variable be maintained using sets of variables representing "sure aliases" and "possible aliases" [l, 131. While such a treatment can lead to more precise analyses in principle, the computational implications of having to maintain this additional information are unclear.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses some preliminary concepts; Section 3 then discusses the flow analysis algorithm; Section 4 proves its soundness and discusses its complexity; Section 5 sketches a variant of the basic algorithm that has a significantly better worst-case performance, though it may be less precise for predicates that are used with a number of different modes and alias patterns; Section 6 discusses some applications of mode and data dependency information in the efficient execution of logic programs; Section 7 concludes with a summary. A formalization of the analysis as an abstract interpretation is given in the appendix.
PRELIMINARIES

The Language
The language considered here is essentially that of first order predicate logic. It has countable sets of variables, function symbols, and predicate symbols, these sets being mutually disjoint. Each function and predicate symbol is associated with a unique natural number called its arity; a (function or predicate) symbol whose arity is n is said to be an n-ary symbol. A 0-ary function symbol is referred to as a constant. A term is a variable, a constant, or a compound term f (tl, . . . , t,) where f is an n-ary function symbol and the ti are terms, l~~i~n.Anatomisoftheformp(ti,..., t,), where p is an n-ary predicate symbol and the ti are terms, 1 zz i 5 n.
A clause in a logic program is a finite set (possibly ordered) of literals, which are either atoms or negations of atoms. A clause is called definite if it has exactly one positive literal: the positive literal is called the head of the clause; and the remaining literals, if any, constitute the body of the clause. A clause with only negative literals is referred to as a goal. A predicate definition is assumed to consist of a finite set (possibly ordered) of definite clauses, though the handling of other constructs such as negation is considered later. A logic program consists of a finite set of predicate definitions. closure of the disjunction of its literals; that of the program is the conjunction of its clauses. For the purposes of analysis, it is assumed that we are given a module of the form (P, EXPORTS(P)), where P is a set of predicate definitions, and EXPORTS(P) specifies the predicates in P that are exported (i.e., that may be called from the outside). We adhere to the syntax of Edinburgh Prolog and write clauses in the form p :-q,, . . . , qn. which can be read as "p if q, and. . . and q,". The names of variables are written starting with uppercase letters, while predicate and function symbols are written starting with lowercase letters. In addition, a list with head H and tail Tl is written [H ] TI], while the empty list is written [ 1. While the meaning of logic programs is usually given declaratively in terms of the model theory of first order logic, such programs can also be understood procedurally. In this view, each predicate is a procedure defined by its clauses. Each clause provides an alternate definition of the procedure body. The terms in the head of the clause correspond to the formal parameters, and each literal in the body of the clause corresponds to a procedure call. Parameter passing in such procedure calls is via a generalized pattern-matching procedure called unification. Briefly, two terms tl and tz are unifiable if there is some substitution 0 of terms for the variables occurring in tl and tz such that O(t,) = /I(&). Such a substitution is called a unifier. For example, the terms f(X, g(X, Y)) and f (a, 2) are unifiable with the unifier (X + a, 2 + g(a, Y)). Usually, the most general unifier, that is, one that does not make any unnecessary substitutions, is used. It is a fundamental result of logic programming that if two terms are unifiable, then they have a most general unifier that is unique up to variable renaming. The result of unifying two terms is the term produced by applying their most general unifier to them. If the terms under consideration are not unifiable, then unification is said to fail. Implementations of logic programming languages typically impose some order of evaluation on the clauses defining a predicate and on the literals within a clause. For example, the execution of a Prolog program follows the textual order of clauses and literals. Execution begins with a goal, or query, from the user, which is a sequence of literals processed from left to right. The processing of a literal proceeds as follows: the clauses for its predicate are tried, in order, until one is found whose head unifies with the literal. If there are any remaining clauses for that predicate whose heads might unify with that literal, a backtrack point is created to remember this. After this, the literals in the body of the clause are executed in their textual left to right order. If unification fails at any point, execution backtracks to the most recent backtrack point: any variables instantiated after the creation of that backtrack point have their instantiations undone, and then the next clause is tried. This process continues recursively until either all the literals have been processed completely, in which case execution is said to succeed, or when no alternatives are left to try, in which case it is said to fail.
The remainder of the paper assumes Prolog's control strategy, with its textual ordering of clauses and literals. However, the techniques described here are not peculiar to Prolog, and can be adapted to other control strategies in a straightforward manner. It is also assumed that the predicates in the program are static, that is, all executable code is available for analysis at compile time. Thus, the addition or deletion of clauses at runtime through primitives such as assert or retract is precluded, as is the dynamic construction of goals to be executed via call/l or not/l. The analysis of programs that are not static is significantly more complicated because of the need to estimate the possible effects of dynamic code: this issue is beyond the scope of this paper, but a detailed discussion is given in [lo].
Modes
The mode of a predicate in a logic program is an assertion about which of its arguments are input arguments and which are output arguments, in any call to that predicate arising from that program. Different researchers have considered different sets of modes, for example, Edinburgh Prolog allows the user to specify the mode of an argument as either bound ('+'), unbound ('-') or unknown ('?') [26] ; others consider only the modes {ground, unknown1 [15, 211 . Neither of these is precise enough for our purposes, so we consider the set of modes A = (c, d, e, f, nv], where c ("closed") denotes the set of ground terms of the first order language under consideration; d ("don't-know") the set of all terms; e the empty set; f ("free") the set of uninstantiated variables; and nv the set of nonvariable terms. This set of modes is slightly larger than that considered in [61.
The set A forms a complete lattice under inclusion: f The ordering on A induced by inclusion is denoted by E, the corresponding join operation is denoted by U.
Given any set of terms, it is necessary to specify how to find its instantiation, that is, the element of A that best "describes" it. This is given by the instantiation function 1, which is defined as follows:
Definition.
The instantiation L(T) of a set of terms T is given by L(T) = n(cSE A]TC@.
Thus, any set of terms containing only ground terms will have instantiation c, any set of terms containing only uninstantiated variables will have instantiation f, and so on. Notice that L is a closure operator, so that for any set of terms T, T C L(T).
Comparing lnstantiations of Sets of Terms
During the execution of a logic program, terms become progressively more instantiated.
The notion of "more instantiated than" is quite straightforward when dealing with individual terms: a term tz is more instantiated than another term t, if t2 is a substitution instance of t,. variables are associated with sets of terms, which makes it necessary to "lift" this order to sets of terms. Define unification over sets of terms, denoted by s-unify, as follows:
Given sets of terms Tl and T,, s-unify(T,, T2) is the least set of terms T such that for each pair of unifiable terms tl E T1, tz E T2 with most general unifier 0, 8 ( tl ) is in T.
It can be seen that given two terms tl and tz, tz is more instantiated than t, if and only if the result of unifying tl and tz is the term tz. We define the instantiation order over sets of terms, denoted d, as the natural extension of this:
Definition. Given sets of terms T, and T,, T, 4 T2 if and only if s-unify (T, , Tz) = T2.
The reader may verify that 5, as defined above, is transitive. If the set of terms T under consideration is closed under unification (i.e., for any tl and t2 in T, if tl and t2 are unifiable with most general unifier 0, then 19(t,) is also in T), then Y is also reflexive, and hence a quasi-order, which is easily extended to a partial order in the usual way: given sets of terms T, and T,, let the relation -be TI -T~MT,~T~AT~~T~.
-is an equivalence relation, and 4/-, the quotient of 9 modulo -, is a partial order. The discussion that follows concerns itself only with this partial order. With this understanding, we abuse notation slightly and write the partial order as 9. Since each element of the mode set A is closed under unification and variable renaming, it follows that 4 is a partial-indeed, a total-order over A:
fSdinvSc4e.
The join operation for this order is written as V.
THE ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK
The analysis procedure is based on the principles of abstract interpretation [4] . The essential idea behind the analysis is to maintain information about variable bindings at each point in the program. Given some information about the arguments in a call to a predicate, such information can be propagated across each clause for that predicate to obtain a description of the bindings of the call when it returns. The dataflow information is maintained in instantiation states, which are abstract representations that describe the terms that each variable in a clause can be bound to at any given point in the clause, as well as possible aliasing and sharing information between variables at that point.
To reason about a call and its return, it is necessary to propagate information about the arguments in the call, from the caller to the callee at the time of the call, and from the callee to the caller at the time of return. While instantiation states describe the bindings of different variables in a clause, it is not natural to use variable names to pass information between clauses. This is because clauses have their variables renamed before they are used in resolution. For the analysis, it is assumed that the user has specified which predicates may be called from the outside; and for each such exported predicate, instantiation patterns that describe how it may be called. The analysis begins with such "calling patterns" for the exported predicates. For each such predicate and calling pattern, the clauses for the predicate are analyzed by propagating instantiation states across the literals of each clause. This yields instantiation patterns describing how the clause may succeed. In order to propagate instantiation states across these clauses, it becomes necessary to analyze predicates called by the exported predicates, and so on. This is repeated until no new calling or success patterns can be found for any predicate in the program, at which point the analysis terminates.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows: Section 3.1 defines the notion of instantiation states; Section 3.2 discusses instantiation patterns. This is followed, in Section 3.3, by a description of how unification is simulated over the abstract domain; Section 3.4 then describes the flow analysis procedure; Section 3.5 considers two examples in detail. Finally, Section 3.6 sketches how other control constructs encountered in logic programming languages may be handled. A formal treatment of the analysis procedure as an abstract interpretation appears in the appendix.
Instantiation States
The execution of a logic program induces an association, at each point in a clause, between the variables in that clause and the sets of terms they can be instantiated to at that point.' While such sets of terms can be arbitrarily large, it is necessary, for purposes of static analysis, to have finitely computable approximations to them. This can be done by using elements of the mode set to describe these sets of terms. It turns out that information about dependencies between variables also has to be maintained in order to handle unification correctly in the analysis. The behavior of a program is therefore summarized by specifying, at each program point, a description of the set of terms each variable in that clause can be instantiated to at that point, together with the set of variables it can depend on. Such summaries are called "instantiation states," or L-states, for short. The finite set of variable names Vc appearing in a clause C are referred to as the program variables of C. The l-states of a clause C are defined on the program variables of c. ' This is a straightforward abstraction of denotational semantics of such languages (e.g., see [8, 141) .
When a clause is selected for resolution against a goal, its variables are renamed so that it is variable-disjoint with the goal: the variables that are used at runtime are, in general, different from the program variables used at compile time. It therefore becomes necessary to ensure that the static analysis takes into account all such possible renamings. This is done via the notion of u-activations: a use of clause C in a computation, where the variables of C have been renamed via a renaming substitution u before resolution, is referred to as a u-activation of C. For any term t, let vars(t) be the set of variables occurring in t. Then, we have the following definition:
An instantiation state AC at a point in a clause C is a mapping AC: Vc --) A x 2vc, satisfying the following: if for any variable x in Vc, AC(x) = (6, V), then for any u-activation of C in the computation, (i) if U(X) can be instantiated to a term t at that point, then t E 6; and (ii) if for any variable y in Vc, u(y) can be instantiated to a term t' at that point such that uars(t) II uars(t') # 0, then y E V.
The notion of l-states extends to arbitrary terms in a straightforward manner: given an L-state A and a term t, if t is a constant, then A (t) = (c, 0); and if t is a compound term f (tl, . . . The domain Vc of the instantiation states of a clause C is fixed once C has been specified. When there is no scope for confusion, therefore, the subscript C will be dropped from the name of the L-state. If a variable v maps to a pair (6, V) in an L-state A, then 6 is said to be the instantiation of v in A, written inst(A(v)), while V is its dependency set, written deps(A(v)). The instantiation component 6 acts as a constraint on the terms a variable can be instantiated to at runtime, and the dependency set V acts as a further constraint by allowing us to consider only those terms in 6 that depend on variables in V only. Since variables in a clause C are uninstantiated before its head has been unified with the call, the corresponding "initial l-state" for C, where each variable v in Vc is mapped to the pair (f, (u]), is denoted by Ap. Definition.
Given an l-state A and an n-tuple of terms t = ( tl, . . . , t,,), let A(t;) = (6i, Vi) for 1 I i % n. Then the ir~~t~ntiationputtern (L-pattern for short) of tinduced by A is
where Si = {k 1 Vi f~ Vk # 0J.
This call is represented by the L-pattern
This indicates that the first argument of the call is a free variable that also shares variables with the second and third arguments; the second argument is a nonvariable term that shares variables with the first and third arguments; and so on. gives the indices of other elements in t that tk shares variables with. The L-pattern of a call to a predicate is referred to as a culling pattern, while that at the return from a call is referred to as the success pattern for that call. Finally, an L-pattern is said to describe a tuple of terms if the instantiations of, and sharing between, the elements of the tuple of terms are "consistent" with the L-pattern:
An l-pattern ((6,, S,), . . . , (a,, S, ) ) induced by an L-state A describes a tuple of terms ( tl, . . . , t,) if inst(A(ti)) E 6i, 1 5 i I n; and if deps(A(ti)) n deps(A($)) # 0, 1 5 i, j 5 n, then j E Si and i E Sj.
Abstracting Unification
During static analysis, the bindings of variables at different points in a program clause are described by l-states. It is therefore necessary to specify how unification is to be simulated over l-states. First, consider a variable x occurring in a term t,, whose instantiation in the l-state under consideration is 6i, and assume that tl is being unified with a term t2 whose instantiation is &. If aliasing effects are temporarily ignored, then the instantiation of the resulting term is no larger than 6 = 6, V 6,. If x is tl, then the instantiation of x after unification must also be 6. If x: is a proper subterm of tl, then as long as tz is not a variable (i.e., as long as & # f), x becomes instantiated to some proper subterm of the term resulting from the unification; if t2 is a variable, however, then the instantiation of x does not change. Given a set of terms T, let psubs (5") be the set of all proper subterms of all elements of T, and let sub-inst( 2') be the instantiation L( psubs(T)). Then the instantiation "inherited" by a variable x occurring in a term during unification is given by the function inherited-inst, defined as follows:
Let tl be a term in an L-state A, with inst(A(tl)) = &, and let x be a variable occurring in tl. The instantiation inherited by x when tl is unified with a term whose instantiation is 6, is given by
where6=6,V&.
The function sub-inst is given by the following table: = sub-inst(c) = c. This says that any term X could become instantiated to as a result of this unification is in the set denoted by c. Notice that this is sound in the sense that, if the unification were to fail, the resulting instantiation of X would be e, which is contained in c.
In general, of course, it is not enough to simply consider instantiations when describing the effects of unification:
dependencies between variables must be taken into account as well. Consider two l-patterns I1 and I2 representing two ntuples of terms F1 and F2 that are being unified. Assume, for the sake of simplicity, that these tuples of terms do not share variables. Consider the kth element tlk of F1: before unification, the elements of F1 that tlk shares variables with is given by the share set share(II[k]); the share set for t ik after unification is given by the transitive closure of the "may share with" relation, as expressed by the share sets of the two L-patterns, starting at the Izth elements. This is describedSaumya K. Debray by the notion of "coupling closure," denoted by c-closure: the indices of elements of F1 that the kth element tlk may share variables with after unification is given by c-closure(k, Z, 4). More formally, this can be defined as follows:
Definition. Consider two L-patterns, I1 and I*, each of length n, and some k, 1 I k 5 n. The coupling closure of k in I1 induced by 12, written c-closure(k, II, 12), is defined to be the least set satisfying 
respectively. The value of cAosure (1, 11, 12) is the set (1, 2, 31, indicating that after unification, the first three arguments can share variables.
It is worth pointing out that if it is known exactly what the two tuples F1 and F2 being unified are, then it is trivial to work out the dependencies resulting from unification: let 6 be the most general unifier of F1 and F2, then this information is easily obtained from the tuple of terms O( F1). During analysis, however, one of the tuples consists of the arguments of a call or a return, and is represented by an l-pattern. Thus, the precise form of one of the tuples of terms will not be known. Indeed, even for the other tuple of terms, only partial information will be available, since substitutions obtained at various program points are approximated by L-states. It is for this reason that the computation of coupling closures is necessary when reasoning about unification.
We are now in a position to describe "abstract unification." There are two contexts where unification has to be dealt with during analysis: at the time of a call, when unifying the arguments of the call with those in the head of the clause, and at the time of a return from the call, when "back-unifying" to propagate the effects of the return to the caller. Since calls and returns are represented by L-patterns, in each of these cases the structure of one of the tuples of terms being unified is known, but that of the other is represented by an l-pattern. The processing of unification in the abstract domain is carried out as follows: first, changes in variable instantiations resulting from the unification are derived without taking dependencies between variables into account, using a function a-unify-init; these changes are then propagated to other variables, using two functions: propagate-deps, which propagates possible changes to dependency sets, and propagate-in&, which propagates possible changes to the instantiations of variables; finally, dependency sets are "cleaned up" using information about variable groundness. Let t= (tl,. . . , t,), and for any variable u, let occ(u, t) = (j 1 u E uars(t,)) be the indices of the elements of t in which u occurs. Then, the function a-unifyinit is defined as follows:
Consider an L-state A, for a clause C, an n-tuple of terms F = (b,. . . , t, ) and an L-pattern T= ( (6,) S, ), . . . , (6,) S, ) ). Then, a-unify-init(A,, --t, I) = (A,, V, ), where A, is an L-state for C and V, C Vc, is defined as follows:
-for any variable u in Vc, if occ(u, t) # 0, then A, (u) = (6, D ), where 6 = V(inherited-inst(AO, u, tj, 6,) (j E OCC(U, F)i) and D = U(dcns(Ao(tj)) lj E c-cZosure(k, i-pat(t, A,), r)), for any k E occ(u, ?j;
if.occ(u, F) = 0, then Al(u) = A,(u).
The function a-unify-init returns a pair consisting of an l-state and a set of program variables: the L-state reflects the effects of unification on variables in the clause, without taking into account any dependencies that might exist between them. The set of variables returned consists of those variables whose instantiations changed in this step. These changes can then be propagated to account for dependencies between variables.
Let the L-state returned by a-unify-init be Al, and for any program variable x in the clause under consideration, let A,(x) = (6,D). 6 is obtained by considering the instantiations inherited from each position in which x occurs in the tuple of terms F: from the properties of unification, it follows that the resulting instantiation inherited by x must be the least upper bound of all of these with respect to the instantiation order A. It is possible that x is aliased to some other variable whose instantiation or dependency set changes because of this unification: this is not taken into account at this point, but is handled in the next step by the functions propagate-deps and propagate-inst. The dependency set D of x is computed as follows: first, the possible elements of t that x could share variables with after unification is obtained using c-closure. If this indicates that x could share variables with the jth element tj of t, and tj could have depended on a variable y before unification, then it is inferred that x can depend on y after unification.
The dependency set D of x after unification is thus obtained by taking the union of the dependency sets of all such elements tjm Notice that when computing the coupling closure in this case, it suffices to consider the index of any one element tk of tin which x occurs: because c-closure computes a transitive closure starting with the set of elements with which tk shares variables and because the "shares a variable with" relation is symmetric, the value of the coupling closure does not depend on which particular k is picked.
The next step is to describe the propagation of changes to dependency sets and instantiations resulting from unification.
To simplify the presentation, we decompose this step into two functions: propagate-deps, which propagates changes to dependency sets, and propagate-inst, which propagates changes to instantiations of variables. Changes to dependency sets are relatively easy to --characterize: let (A,, V,) = a-unify-init(AO, t, I) for some L-state Ao, tuple of terms t and l-pattern 1 Consider a variable x whose dependency set changes when a-unify-init is computed: there may be a variable y that depends on x and whose dependency set should also be updated. Any change to the dependency set of x can be propagated to y by simply adding deps(A, (x)) to the dependency set of y. Since changes to dependency sets during the computation of a-unify-init are obtained from coupling closures, which compute the transitive closure of the "may share with" relation, it suffices to repeat this once for each variable appearing in the dependency set of y, that is, it is not necessary to compute a transitive closure to compute the updated dependency set for y. The function propagate-deps is thus defined as follows:
Let A0 be an l-state defined on a set of program variables Vc and V, C Vc. Then propagate-deps((A,, V,)) = (Al, VI), where A, is an L-state defined on Vc, and VI G Vc is defined as follows:
The next step is to propagate changes in instantiations of variables by taking into account dependencies between variables. Suppose the set of variables inferred to be affected by unification in a-unify-ini't and propagate-deps is V. Let the l-state obtained from propagate-deps be A s.nd consider a variable x with A (x) = (6,D). Then x depends on a subset (possi'sly empty) of D. There are five possibilities for the new instantiation 6 ' of x:
(1) If 6 = e, then execution cannot reach that'point, so 6 ' must also be e.
(2) If 6 = f, there are three possibilities: (i) if z does not depend on any variable in V n D at runtime, then its instantiation is unaffected and 6' = f; (ii) if x actually depends only on some set of variables DO C_ D, but all of the variables in DO are still uninstantiated after unification, then the instantiation of x is unaffected by the unification and 6 ' = f; (iii) if x depends on some variable y E V n D and inst(A (y)) f f, then some variable that x can depend on has become instantiated to a nonvariable term, so inst(A ( y)) is either c, nv, or d. Combining these cases, it follows from th? structure of the mode set A that 6 ' must be f Ll inst(A ( y)), which works out to d. Based on the above case analysis, the function propagate-inst can be defined as follows:
If A, is an l-state defined on a set of variables Vc and V C Vc, then A, = propagate-inst((A,,, V)) is an l-state defined on Vc, defined as follows: for every x in Vc, if A,(x) = (f, DO) and there is a variable y in V rl D, such that inst(AO(y)) # f, then A,(x) = (d, DO); otherwise, A,(x) = A,(x).
The final step is to "clean up" the dependency sets of variables. If a variable x has instantiation c, that is, is inferred to be ground, then it does not share variables with any other variable; thus, the dependency set of x can be set to 0, and x can be deleted from the dependency set of any other variable in the clause. This is described by a function normalize:
Let A, be an L-state defined on a set of program variables Vc and let ground(Ao) = IV E Vc+inst(A(u)) = cl. Then normalize(A) is an L-state Al, with domain Vc, defined as follows: for each x E Vc, if A,(x) = (6, D}, then A,(x) = if x E ground(Ao) then (6, 0) ; else (6, D -ground(A,,) ).
We can now define a function update-i-state that simulates unification in the "abstract domain": given an l-state, a tuple of terms F, and an l-pattern T, it describes the b-state resulting from the unification of t with a tuple of terms described by E Definition.
If A, is an L-state defined on a set of variables Vc, 7 is an n-tuple of terms all of whose variables are in Vc, and f is an L-pattern of length n, then --update-i-state(Ao, t, I) is an l-state defined on Vc, defined by --update-i-state(Ao, t, I) = normaZize(propagate-inst(propagate-deps(a-unify-init(Ao, t, 7)))).
Note that the propagation of dependencies by propagate-deps does not depend on the instantiations of variables, but the propagation of instantiations by propagate-inst depends on the dependency sets of variables. It is therefore necessary to ensure that dependency sets of variables have been properly updated before applying propagate-inst.
For this reason, it is necessary to apply propagate-deps before propagate-inst.
Propagating Flow Information
The module being analyzed is assumed to be of the form (P, EXPORTS(P) ) , where P is a set of predicate definitions and EXPORTS(P) is a set of pairs (p, cp) specifying the predicates p that are exported by the program (i.e., that may be called from outside the program; and for each such predicate, a calling pattern cp that it may be called with from outside the program). Note that EXPORTS(P) may contain more than one entry for a predicate if it can be called with different calling patterns.
Given a class of queries that the user may ask of a program, as specified by EXPORTS(P), only some of the possible calling patterns will in fact be encountered during computations. During static analysis, therefore, not all calling patterns for a predicate will be "admissible."
Similarly, given a calling pattern for a predicate, only those success patterns will be considered admissible that might actually correspond to computations for that predicate, starting with a call described by that calling pattern. For n I? 0, let T, denote the set of pairs A X 2 'l*...,n' With each n-ary predicate 1) in a program we associate a . set CALLPAT C (I'n)n, the set of admissible calling patterns, and a relation SUCCPAT(~) C (I',) n X (I,,)", associating with each calling pattern an admissible success pattern. Given a module (P, EXPORTS(P)), these sets are defined to be the smallest sets satisfying the following: Notice that no special provision is require11 for explicit unification via '='/2: this predicate can be handled simply by, considering it to be defined as '=' (X, X), and proceeding as above.
The global data structures maintained by the algorithm consist of a worklist, NEEDS-PROCESSING, of predicates that have to be processed; and for each predicate p in the program, tables CALLPAT and SUCCPAT(~). Initially,
NEEDS-PROCESSING
contains the set of predicates appearing in EXPORTS(P). If p is an exported predicate, then CALLPAT contains the calling patterns for it that are specified in EXPORTS(P), otherwise it is empty initially; and for each predicate p in the program, SUCCPAT(~) is initially empty. Before analysis begins, the call graph of the program is constructed, and this is used to compute, for each predicate p, the set CALLERS(P) of the predicates that call p, that is, those predicates q for which there is a clause in the program of the form q(. . .) :-. . . , p(. . .), . . . . The set CALLERS(~ I is used to determine which predicates have to be reanalyzed when a new success pattern is found for p.
The analysis begins with the calling patterns specified in EXPORTS(P) and proceeds as follows: first, the predicates mentioned in EXPORTS(P) are analyzed. This, in turn, causes the predicates called by ,;he exported predicates to be analyzed, and so on. This is repeated until no new calling or success patterns can be obtained for any predicate, at which point the analysis terminates. The algorithm is illustrated in Figure 1 .
The function create-i-state, given a set of variables V, returns the initial l-state A over V, that is, the L-state whose domain is V such that for each u in V, A(u) = (f, 1~)). Given a calling pattern cp for a predicate p, the clauses of p are analyzed by the procedure analysecpred, which returns a set of success patterns for p for that calling pattern. If cp is not already present in CALLPAT( then it is a new calling pattern: in this case it is added to CALLPAT Input: Aprogram (P,ExPoRTs@')).
Output: Tables CALLPAT  and SUCCPAT(P) giving the admissible calling and success patterns for each predicate p in the program, with respect to the set of exported predicates and external calling patterns specified in EXPORTS(P).
Method: Starting with the exported predicates, iterate over the program until no new calling or success patterns can be inferred for any predicate.
(1)
Construct the call graph for P. Hence determine, for each predicate p defined in P, the set
of predicates that call p.
(2) Initialization:
For each n-ary predicate p defined in P, create tables CALLPAT and SUCCPAT(P), initialized to be empty.
For each predicate p mentioned in EXPORTS(P), addp to NEEDS-PROCESSING; for each (p, cp) od. /* while */ of p is analyzed via analyse-clause. The set of success patterns so computed is returned by analyse-pred.
If cp is found to be present in CALLPAT( there are two possibilities:
(i) If a nonempty set S of success patterns for p, corresponding to the calling pattern cp, is found in SUCCPAT(~), then they are not recomputed. Instead, the set S is returned directly.
(ii) If no success patterns can be found for p corresponding to the calling pattern cp, this indicates a circularity where no possibility for a successful execution of p can be established. In this case the set of success patterns returned is 0.
This strategy is essentially that of maintaining an extension table [12, 241, which is used to "remember" the success patterns computed for each calling pattern. It can be shown that the use of extension tables leads to an execution strategy that is complete for finite domains (i.e., that all answers are found for any computation [12] ; in our case this implies that all success patterns corresponding to any given calling pattern for a predicate can be computed in finite time). Once a set of success patterns has been computed for a given calling pattern for a predicate, it can be retrieved for future invocations with the same calling pattern in O(1) expected time, by hashing on the calling pattern.
A clause is analyzed by the procedure analyse-clause, which propagates l-states across the clause as described above, and returns the set of possible success patterns for the given calling pattern. The actual propagation of sets of possible L-states across the body of the clause is done by the procedure This procedure takes a set of L-states for the clause and recursively processes the literals in the body until thcmre are no more literals left to process, at which point it returns the resulting se; of I-states. The processing of each literal consists of (i) using an L-state just before the literal to compute a calling pattern for it; (ii) usin g analyse-pred 1;o compute the corresponding success patterns for this calling pattern; and (iii) using these success patterns to I compute the L-states just after that literal. The procedures analyse-pred, analyse-clause, and analyse-body are given in Figure 2 . Some observations on these procedures are worth making: (1) In the description of the function analyse-.pred, every clause of a predicate is analyzed for every calling pattern. If :;o desired, it is straightforward to add a third argument to this function, representing the tuple of arguments to the predicate, and analyse only those clauses whose heads unify with this tuple. When analyzing the clauses for q, only those clauses whose head arguments unify with this tuple-in this case only l;he second clause-would be considered. In principle, this can improve the precision of the analysis somewhat. From our experience with programs usually encountered in practice, however, it is our opinion that the benefits actually accruing from such an extension may not be very significant. (2) Notice that in the description of analyse-clause there is a call to the function create-i-state. This is done primari: y to simplify the presentation: in practice, there is no need to repeatedly create the initial l-state for a clause each time it is analyzed. Instead, il. can be created once at the beginning of analysis and associated with ,;he clause. Then whenever a clause is processed, its initial L-state can be obtained by a simple lookup. (3) The procedure analyse-clause returns all the success patterns computed for the particular calling pattern. It is possible to consider a variant of the algorithm that returns only the new success patterns found (obtained from the set NEW-SP in the pseudocode for analyise-clause in Figure 2 ). While this does not affect the correctness of the E.lgorithm, a larger number of iterations may be necessary to compute the fixpoint using this variant, leading to decreased efficiency [ 121. (4) The correctness of the algorithm is indepenclent of the order in which the elements of the set NEEDS-PROCESSING are processed. However, it is usually more efficient to process them in depth-first order (i.e., maintain before rules. The recursive clauses can be found by looking for cycles in the call graph of each clause: the time taken for this is proportional to the size of the call graph. Processing clauses in this manner increases the likelihood of finding solutions in the extension table when processing recursive calls, so that they need not be recomputed.
The mode of a predicate p can be computed easily from its set of calling patterns CALLPAT as follows: if UCALLPAT(~) is ((a,, S,) , . . . , (a,, S,)), then the mode of p is (I&, . . . , 6,). To compute data dependencies, it is necessary to maintain the L-state at each program point. Then two literals p( FI) and q( t2) are independent in an l-state A if, for every variable .c in uars( i-,), it is the case that deps(A (x)) fl uars(&) = 0. (The symmetry of the dependence relation between variables implies that this is equivalent to saying that for every x in uar( F2), deps(A(x)) fl uars( Fl) = 0).
Examples
To illustrate the algorithm described above, we give two examples. The first is the usual append program, and illustrates how Iuecursion is handled using the extension table; the second, taken from [6] , illust.:ates the handling of abasing. , a>, (c, a>, (c, 0) ).
This is seen to be the same success pattern as for the first clause, with the appropriate entry already present in SUCCPAT(uppend). The sets of calling and success patterns do not change further, and the analysis terminates at the next iteration. From this, the mode of append is found to be (c, c, f).
It is easy to verify that the same results are obtained even if the clauses are processed in the opposite order, that is, the recursive clause is processed first. When the recursive call is first encountered, SUCCPAT(uppend) is empty, so the set of success patterns returned is 0. However, when the unit clause is processed, a success pattern is found and entered into SUCCPAT(uppend) by analyse-clause; this also adds CALLERS(uppend), which in this case is just {append), to the set NEEDS-PROCESSING. Because of this, NEEDS-PROCESSING becomes nonempty, causing the top-level loop to go through another iteration. In the second iteration, the success pattern found for the unit clause is propagated through the recursive clause: since no new success patterns are found in this iteration, NEEDS-PROCESSING remains empty at the end of this iteration and the algorithm terminates. Thus, the same results are obtained, but in this case an additional iteration is necessary to propagate the success pattern computed for the unit clause into the body of the recursive clause.
Example 6. Consider the aliasing example from [6] : the program is Lg;
:-SW, n r(X), SW).
r(aj.
4-I.
Assume that p is the only exported predicate in this program, and that the userspecified calling pattern for it is
This L-pattern is inserted into CALLPAT( Now consider the clause for p: let the L-state after the kth literal (where the head counts as the 0th literal) be Ak. The l-state resulting from unification of the head with the call is A, = (X + (f, (X)), Y + (f, {Y))]. Th e a c 11 ing pattern for q is therefore ((6 Ill)? (f9 PI)), and is added to CALLPAT( The clause for q is then analyzed: the L-state A, resulting from the unification of the head of the clause for q with the call is given by A, = (2 ---, (f, (Z))] from which the success pattern of the call to q is inferred to be ((f, (1, a) ), (f, (1, 2) )). The calling pattern for the literal for r is there fore ( f, {l)), and the success pattern in this case is (c, 0). The L-state A2 after this literal is given by update-i-stute(Al, (X), (c, 0)). Let As(X) = (a,, Dx) and A,(Y) = (b, I&). Let (A:, V,) = a-unify-init(A,, (X), (c, 0)), ,;hen Ai = (X 3 (c, (X, Y)), Y -+ (f, {X, Y))) and VI = (X). Th e f unction propagate-deps has no effect on this l-state, so that propagate-deps (( A,', V,)) = (A;, V,). Then in the computation of propagate-inst((Aj, VI)), since X is in the dependency set of Y as well as in V, and because its instantiation is not f, the instantiation of Y is set to d. The dependency set of X is set to 0 in the normalization phase. The l-state A, is therefore
The calling pattern for s is therefore inferred as (13, 11)) and its success pattern is the same, so that the L-state A, at the end of the clause is the same as AZ. The success pattern of p is therefore ( (c, 0), (d, (2; ) ). This is conservative, but sound.
Handling Other Control Constructs
The only connective considered so far for literals in the body of a clause has been sequential conjunction, denoted by ','. For analysi 3 purposes, other connectives such as disjunction (denoted by ';'), conditionals (clenoted by '+') and negation, can be handled simply by a preprocessing phase that transforms clauses to a form that contains only 0'. A clause of the form "p :-q, (r ; s), t" is transformed to p :-q, r, t. p :-q, s, t.
A clause of the form 'p :-q, (r + s ; t), u" is transformed to p :-q, r, s, u. p :-q, t, u.
In handling negation, a naive transformation might take a clause of the form 'p :-q, not((r, s)), t" and yield p :-q, r, s. p :-q, t.
This simple transformation for negations is muck. too conservative, however, since success patterns for the clause 'p :-q, r, s" will be considered even though in reality the calls to r and s, being within a negatic n, will not affect p's success patterns in any way-the creation of this clause is recessary only to ensure that calling patterns for r and s are obtained correctly. The analysis may be sharpened by observing that if a clause for a predicate is guaranteed to fail, then its success pattern set can be taken to be 0. The clause 'p :-q, not((r, s)), t" may therefore be transformed to p :-q, r, s, fail. p :-q, t.
In this case the presence of fail in the first transformed clause ensures that this clause does not affect p's success patterns.
SOUNDNESS AND COMPLEXITY
Soundness
This section discusses the soundness of the flow analysis algorithm discussed above. First, we show that update-i-state safely describes the effects of unification for certain kinds of terms. This is followed by a proof that the L-states computed by the flow analysis procedure described above are sound.
As is evident from the previous section, update-i-state is used for two purposes only: for the unification of the head of a clause with a call and for back-unification of arguments at the return from a call. When the head of a clause is being unified with a call, the two terms being unified are variable disjoint; in the case of backunification at the return from a call, the returning argument tuple is an instance of the calling argument tuple that does not contain any variable of the calling clause not present in the calling argument tuple. The correctness proof below restricts itself to unification between terms that satisfy these criteria, which are referred to as call-compatibility and return-compatibility. Two terms t, and t2 are call compatible if and only if they are variable disjoint; tl is return compatible with tz, with respect to a set of variables V, if and only if tz is an instance of tl and uars(&) n V_C uars(tl).
If A is an l-state defined on a set of variables V and, for a given substitution d and set of variables V C V, it is the case that for each IJ in V; (i) a(u) E inst(A(o)) and (ii) for any x E V, uars(a(x)) n uars(a(u)) # 0 implies x E deps(A(u)) and u E deps (A (x)), then u is said to be V-consistent with A. If CJ is V-consistent with A (i.e., consistent on all the variables A is defined on), then D is said to be consistent with A. From this definition, we have the following: The following lemma shows that update-i-state correctly simulates unification in the abstract domain for calls and returns. LEMMA 4.2. Let A0 be an i-state defined ouer a set of variables V; ? an n-tuple of terms all of whose variables are in V; u a substitution; ran i-pattern of length n; and t' a tuple of terms described by Tsuch that either (i) a( ?j and t' are callcompatible, or (ii) u ( 7) is return-compatible with 7' with respect to V. If u is consistent with A0 and u(F) and t' are unifiable with most general unifier Ic/, then --$ 0 u is consistent with update-i-state(Ao, t, I).
PROOF. The lemma holds vacuously in the case where unification fails.
Assume, therefore, that unification succeeds. Since t' is either call-or return-compatible with t, it suffices to consider the variables occurring in z Let (A', V') = a-unify-init(AO, t f); (A", V") = propagate-deps((A', V')); A ,,' = propagate-inst( (A ", V")); and --Al = normalize(A"') = update-i-state(A,,, t, I). Clearly, if neither x nor any variable in DO appears in t, then x is unaffected by the unification.
In this case we have Al(x) =: A,(x) and (tc/ 0 U)(X) = U(X). Since u is consistent with AO, 4 0 u is trivially consistent with A, in this case, and the lemma holds. Assume that either x or some variable in DO occurs in E If inst(A,(x)) = & = c then, since G is consistent uith Ao, a(~) must be a ground term, and hence cannot be affected by a successful unification nor can it share variables with any other variable y in V. In this case it follows from the definitions of update-i-state that &I = c and D, = 0, and again the lemma holds. Therefore, consider the case where a0 # c.
First, consider the dependency set of X. Let t = ( tl, . , . , t, ), If x occurs in tk, then the indices of the elements of (r(T) that (r(x) can share variables with is contained in c-closure(Iz, i-pat(t, A,), 7). It follows that if, for some variable y E V,
then y occurs in tj for somej E c-cZosure(k, i-put(t, Ao), F). Therefore, from the definition of update-i-state, y must be in deps(Al(x)). If x does not occur in t and, for some variable y E V, uars(($ 0 a)(x)) II vurs(($ . a:l(y)) # 0, then either (i) y E DO or (ii) y 4 DO. In the forme:: case it is easy to verify from the definition of update-i-state that, since the result of unification is not a ground term, y is in D1. In the latter case, since u is consistent with Ao, we must have uars (u(x)) n uars (a( y)) = 0. It follows that for some variable z occurring in t, z E deps(A,,(x)) and z becomes dependent on y as a result of unification. But in this case, as argued above, y E deps(A '(z):~ and z E VI. Then, from the definition ofpropagate-deps, we have y E deps(A "(,K)). Sincepropagate-inst does not affect the dependency set of any variable, y E tZeps(A "'(x)).
Next, consider the instantiation of the variable x. Recall that we are considering the case where inst(AO(x)) = & is not c. Since propagate-deps does not affect instantiations, inst (A "(3~)) = inst(A '(x)). From the, first part of the proof of this lemma it can be seen that if there is any other \.ariable y that x can share a variable with, then y is in deps (A"(x) ).
From I he case analysis before the definition of propagate-inst, it can be seen that the only interesting case is where inst(A"(x)) = f and there is some u in T"' fl deps(A"(x)) for which inst(A'(u)) # f. It follows from the definition of propagate-inst that, in this case, inst(A "(x)) = d, so that (# 0 u)(x) E inst(A" (x)).
Finally, it is necessary to take into account the effect of the function normalize. From its definition it can be seen that the only effect of normalize is the following: if inst(A "'(u)) = c for a variable u, then the dependency set of u is set to 0, and u is deleted from the dependency set of the other variables. Since there is no other effect on variables that are not ground, our earlier conclusions about such variables in A"' apply also to the L-state Al = normulize(A "') = --update-i-stute(Ao, t, I ). This shows that for every variable x in V, (i) (# 0 u)(x) E inst(Al(x)); and (ii) foranyyEV,ifuurs((~~a)(~))nuurs((~~~)(~~))#O,thenyEdeps(A~(x)). Thus, 1+5 0 u is consistent with A, = update-i-state(A,,, t r), and the lemma follows. 0
When considering the unification of a tuple of terms i-with a tuple 7' described by an l-pattern x it has been assumed that the effects of this unification can be described by first considering the effects on the variables occurring in F, and then propagating these effects to the other variables in the l-state under consideration.
This assumption does not hold if the compatibility requirements of Lemma 4.2 are violated. To see this, consider t = (X, a ), and 7 = ((f, {I)), (f, 12)) ). Let the L-state A under consideration be A = (X 3 {f, IX))).
Then, update-i-state(A, 7, r) = A. It is evident that while fdescribes the tuple of terms t' = ( Y, X), the result of unifying i-and t' is not reflected in updute---i-state(A, t, I). The reason for this is that t and t' are not call-compatible. Similarly, consider t = (X), t' = (Y) and let T= ((f, (1))). Let the L-state A under consideration be A = ix--, (f, LU>; 1'4 (f, lYJ)l. --Then, update-i-stute(A, t, I) = A. The unification of tand t' aliases together the variables X and Y, and even though 7 describes t', this aliasing is not --reflected in update-i-stute(A, t, I). The problem in this case is that t and 7' are not return-compatible.
To establish that the analysis algorithm is sound, it is necessary to show that for any computation of a "legitimate" call to an exported predicate in a module, any call to a predicate p that can arise is described by a tuple in CALLPAT and any return from such a call is described by a tuple in SUCCPAT(~). This follows directly from the fact, established in Lemma 4.2, that unification in calls and returns is handled correctly: THEOREM 4.3 (Soundness). Let CALLPAT and SUCCPAT(P) represent the admissible calling and success patterns for a predicate p in a module (P, EXPORTS(P)), and let (4, c,) E EXPORTS(P). In any computation of q with calling pattern cq, (1) for any cull C, to p that can arise at runtime, there is a culling pattern Ic E CALLPAT such that I, describes CP; and (2) if the cull C, can succeed with its arguments bound to a tuple of terms S,, that is, with success pattern I(&), then there is a pair (I,, I,) in SUCCPAT(~) such that I, describes S,.
PROOF. By induction on the number of resolution steps in the computation. Consider a call C, = p(T;,) obtained after k resolution steps.
Base case. If k = 0, then C, must be the first, literal in the user's query, that is, the query must be of the form ?-p(Ti,), . e a Since this is a user query, it has to conform to a calling pattern for p specified in EXPORTS(P), so there must be a user-specified calling pattern 1, for the exported predicatep such that L describes C,. It follows from the definition of CALLPAT that I, isin CALLPAT( For success patterns, the base case must be for one resolution step. In this case the query must be as above, and there must be a unit clause u: p(S) such that for some o-activation of U, Fin and 19(s) are unifiable with most general unifier u. The arguments of the call on success are therefore a(T,,) = (a 0 O)(S). The L-state for U, after head-unificati,xr, is given by A, = update-istate (A init, 3, I,) . From Lemma 4.2, the substitut:.on u 0 0 is consistent with A,. If follows from Lemma 4.1 that the success pattern S, = i-pat(s, A,,) describes (a 0 19)(s). Since g(?=',,) = (a 0 e)(s), it follows that S, describes g(Ti,); hence the theorem holds.
Induction case. Assume that the theorem holds for k resolution steps, k < n. Consider a call p(Ti,) that arises after n steps. Fx this, there must be a clause for a predicate r,
where r is called with arguments T,. Certainly, this call to r is obtained in fewer than n resolution steps, whence, from the induction hypothesis, there is an L-pattern 1, E CALLPAT that describes T,. Because 1,. E CALLPAT( the analysis algorithm will have processed this clause with the calling pattern I,.
Consider the analysis of a &activation of this clause for the calling pattern 1,. Let Ai be the I-state immediately after the ith literal in the clause (the head counts as the 0th literal) and lc/i any substitution for the variables of the clause obtained at that point for this call using SLD .resolution. For simplicity of notation, let ci = +i 0 8: the call to p being considered is thus p( F;;,) = p(u, (3)). We show, by induction on i, that ci is consistent with Ai, 0 5 i I m. Let $0 be the most general unifier of the arguments Fr in the call and 0(x,,) in the head, and A, = update-i-state(Aini', X0, Ir). In the base case, it follows from Lemma 4.2 that u. is consistent with Ao. Suppose that ui is consistent with Ai for 1 I i < j, and consider uj, where j I m. Clear,ly, the call qj(Xj) is obtained in fewer than n resolution steps, as is the return from this call. From the induction hypothesis for the theorem, therefore, there must be an L-pattern CP = i-pat(Xj, A,-,) in CALLPAT such that CP describes aj-l(Xj), and (cp, sp) E SUCCPAT(qj) such that sp describes Gj(Xj). It follows, from Lemma 4.2, that uj is consistent with Aj = update-i-state(Aj-l, Xj, sp). This implies that oi is consistent with A; for 1 I i % m. Now the calling pattern inferred for p is I, = i-pat& A,), and since urn is consistent with A,, it follows from Lemma 4.1 that 1, describes u,(s); hence part (1) of the theorem holds.
The inductive argument for part (2) of the theorem, involving success patterns, is similar. 0
That the algorithm terminates can be seen from the following: from the definition of update-i-state, it follows that for any l-state A, n-tuple of terms t and r-pattern Fof length n, if a variable x is in the domain of A, then --inst(A(x)) 9 inst(update_i_state(.4, t, I)(x)). that the only time a variable y leaves the dependency set of a variable x is in the normalization step, if the instantiation of x: or y is c. In this case, since instantiations of variables are nondecreasing, y can never be reintroduced into the dependency set of x. Thus, oscillations are not possible, and the algorithm terminates.
Complexity
Consider a program with p predicates of arity at most a, where each predicate has at most c clauses and each clause has at most 1 literals. Suppose there are at most V variables in any clause. To compute the cost of update-i-state, it is necessary to determine the costs of a-unify-init, propagate-deps, propagate-inst, and normalize. The worst-case cost a-unify-init can be obtained as follows: each computation of inherited-inst takes 0( 1) time, and processing a variable in a-unify-init can involve a computations of inherited-inst and V and a union operations. Since each of these can be done in time O(l), their cost is O(a). In computing the coupling closure, there is one i-put operation, which has cost O(u*V); if coupling closures are computed using straightforward transitive closure methods, then for L-patterns of size n the time taken to compute the coupling closure of an argument position is O(n3>, with n = a in the worst case. The total cost of a-unify-init, which may involve the processing of V variables, is therefore O((a3 + u"V)V) = O(u3V2). In propagate-deps, the dependency set of a variable can be of size V in the worst case, necessitating O(V) union operations for each variable, or 0( V') operations altogether. In propagate-inst, the dependency set of a variable may be of size V in the worst case, so looking through this to determine whether any of them has instantiation # f can cost O(V). The total cost for processing V variables is therefore 0( V'). In normalize, the processing of each variable may involve O(V) unions, so the total cost of normalize can be 0( V") in the worst case. Thus, the worst-case time complexity of update-i-state is O(u3V2).
* By representing sets of variables using bit vectors, and using appropriate data structures for r-states, the instantiation of a term can actually be determined using 0 ( 1) It can be c,een from the above that the cost of i-pat is dominated by that of update-i-state.
Thus, the complexity of processing each clause is O(la3V2). The cost of processing a predicate, for each calling pattern, is therefore 0 (cla3 V').
Since 1 A 1 = 5, for each argument position of a predicate there are 5 different instantiations possible, so the total number of instantiations possible for a predicate of arity a is 5". The number of possible share sets for such a predicate is the number of partitions of the set (1, . . . , a) . This is given by Bell's number B,, with 2" <B, c 2"log". Thus, the total number of calling and success patterns possible is 5"&. For simplicity of notation, we wrte this quantity as +(a).
By using extension tables, each predicate is processed exactly once for any particular calling and success pattern for it: once a success pattern for a predicate has been computed for a calling pattern-on future invocations of that predicate with that calling pattern-this success pattern is not recomputed, but rather is looked up in O(1) time. Thus, the total time complexity of the algorithm, given p predicates in the program, is O(pcZa3V2+(a)).
Let the size of a term be the number of symbols in the term, that is, the number of nodes in its tree representation. If the size of the largest term in a clause is s, then the size of the clause is las, and the size of the program is N = pclas. Since each variable in a clause must account for at least one node in the tree representation of the clause, we h,sve laV = O(1u.s). The time complexity of the algorithm can therefore be written as O((pcZas)(a2V)~(a)) = O(Na'V@(a)).
This worst-case complexity can be misleading, :lowever, for two reasons. The first is that predicates in a program very rarely exhibit all possible calling and success patterns. Typically, a predicate in a program is used consistently with some of its arguments as input arguments and others as output arguments: it is this sort of consistent usage that makes mode analysis meaningful at all. The second reason is that while the analysis above indicates that the algorithm can be worse than exponential in the maximum arity a of a predicate in the program, the arities of predicates commonly encountered tend to be small, so that this is often not a big problem in practice. Define a program to be of bounded variety if the number of calling patterns for each predicate in the program can be bounded by a constant. Most programs encountered in practice are of bounded variety. For such programs, the number of calling patterns per predicate is O(1) by definition, and the complexity of the algorithm reduces to O(Na2V).
In practice, the arity a and number of variables V per clause do not increase as the size of the program increases. For pract.ical purposes, therefore, the algorithm takes time linear in the size of the program.
TRADING PRECISION FOR SPEED
While the flow analysis algorithm developed in the previous section is reasonably efficient for programs that are likely to be encountered in practice, there may be occasions when it performs badly. This section discusses how the algorithm may be modified to improve its worst-case behavior. Wl ile this may involve some loss
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Languages and Systems, Vol. 11, A o. 3, July 1989 in precision, our experience indicates that for most programs encountered in practice, the loss tends to be insignificant. The modification proposed affects only how the tables CALLPAT and SUCCPAT are managed. Recall that given two L-patterns, 1, = ( (all, Sn ), . . . , (al,, S1, ) ) and12= ((&I,&),..., (?jZn, &,)), I1 E I2 if and only if 61iC dpi and S,i C Szk, 1 5 i 5 IZ. For any value of n 2 0, the set of L-patterns form a complete lattice under this ordering, so that for any two l-patterns I, and I2 of the same length, we can find I, LI 12. In the modified algorithm, each of the tables CALLPAT and SUCCPAT contains only one entry per predicate. Let L(n) = ((e, 0) , . . . , (e, 0)) be the "bottom" l-pattern of length n. Initially, the entry in CALLPAT for an n-ary predicatep is L(n) and that in SUCCPAT(~) is (L(n), L(n)). When a call to a predicate p with calling pattern I is encountered, let the entry in SUCCPAT(~) be (I,, Is,>. If I c IC, then the L-pattern 1, is returned as the success pattern for that call; otherwise, the entry in CALLPAT is replaced by the l-pattern I U &; flow analysis is then carried out as described, but for the calling pattern I Ll 1,. If the success pattern computed for this calling pattern is Ii, then the entry in SUCCPAT(P) is replaced by (I Ll I,, 1, U 1: ).
The soundness of this algorithm follows from that of the algorithm described in the previous section. Its worst-case complexity can be computed as follows: the cost of update-i-state remains the same as before, so that the cost of processing c clauses of a predicate, each containing I literals, is, as before, O(cla3V2). In this case, however, the number of different calling patterns for which the analysis is carried out will be far fewer: for each predicate with arity a, the number of different instantiations that can be considered is 3a, since the height of (A, S) is 4, but flow analysis is not initially carried out for the "bottom" L-patterns IL(a) in each CALLPAT and SUCCPAT table; the number of different share sets possible for such a predicate is a + 1. Thus, the total number of calling patterns that may be considered for a predicate of arity a is now O(a'), down from 5"B, in the previous case. If there are p predicates in the program, then the total cost of the new algorithm, in the worst case, is O(Na4V), where N = pclas is the size of the program. For programs of bounded variety, the number of calling patterns is O(l), and the complexity reduces, as before, to O(Na'V).
It is not difficult to set up an analysis system where the CALLPAT and SUCCPAT tables for some predicates are managed according to the old algorithm, while those for others are managed according to the new algorithm above, as directed by the user. This can yield a spectrum of analysis systems that are intermediate in speed and precision between the two described here, and that can be tuned to an application by simple hints from the user. A point to be noted in this case, however, is that the treatment of unification via =/2, as the predicate defined as =(X, X), can lead to substantial loss in precision. Therefore, =/2 should be handled specially, in the same way as head unification. . Mode information can also be used to improve the efficiency of programs in systems such as MU-Prolog [19] and Sicstus Prolog [23] , which :oermit the suspension of certain goals depending on the instantiation of variables at runtime: if it can be ascertained that certain arguments of a predicate will always be instantiated (or  uninstantiated) at a call via mode analysis, the lzorresponding runtime tests can be eliminated, thereby leading to faster code. Also, mode information can be used to more intelligently generate index structures for predicates: for example, Prolog compilers typically generate an index on the first argument of each predicate. However, if the mode of the predicate indicates that the first argument of calls to a predicate will always be uninstantiated, but some other argument will be instantiated, an intelligent compiler will be able to generate an index on the instantiated argument, thereby reducing the amount of shallow backtracking.
Another application of mode information is in clause fusion to reduce the amount of nondeterminism in a predicate. In :;eneral, given two clauses with identical heads, P(X) :-Body,. it is possible to merge them to produce the clausa p(X) :-Body,; BOG&T.
Among the advantages of doing this are that if .5ody, fails, then the arguments in the call will not have to be restored from the choice point and unified again with the head of the second clause; if an index 1s present on the clauses of the predicate, it will be slightly smaller, and finally, if Body, and Body2 contain literals in common, they may be factored to reduce the amount of redundant computation. In practice, however, it is rarely l;he case that two clauses for a predicate have identical heads. Mode information can sometimes be used in such cases to transform their heads in a manner that allows fusion to be carried out. The basic idea is to take "output" arguments (i.e., those with mode f) and move their unification from the head into the body of i he clause. This is illustrated by the following example: The transformed predicate does not create a choice point for the predicate, since a type test on the first argument suffices to discriminate between the two clauses, and an arithmetic comparison can be used to discriminate between the two alternatives in the second clause.
Knowledge of data dependencies can be used to devise semi-intelligent backtracking schemes for programs that do not incur the runtime overhead of intelligent backtracking [3] . They can also be used in the parallelization of programs [2, 271 . A related algorithm can be used to synthesize control strategies for parallel logic programs [5] . Data dependency information is also necessary for various optimizing transformations of logic programs (e.g., recursion removal, loop fusion, code motion out of loops [7] ). The following example illustrates one such application: With this definition, the computation of maxmin(T, Max, Min) for any tree T requires two traversals of the tree. Unfold/fold transformations can be used to "fuse" the two loops in this definition. The transformation begins by unfolding the literals for maxval and minval in the clause for maxmin, which yields Next, literals that can be shown to be independent using data dependency analysis may be rearranged (provided that other relevant considerations, e.g., termination, are also satisfied). This yields With this definition, the computation of maxm in(T, Max, Min) for any tree T requires only one traversal of T. Further, if the predicates maxval and minval are not used elsewhere in the program, they may now be discarded, leading to a decrease in code size. The crucial step in the transformation is the rearrangement of literals, where data dependency information is necessary to ensure that the transformation does not change the behavior of the program in unacceptable ways by altering producer-consumer relationshi3s between literals.
CONCLUSIONS
Mode and data dependency information plays an important role in the compilation of logic programs to efficient executable code. This paper shows how the two analyses can be combined. It describes a mechanism for managing dependencies between variables in a uniform manner, and uses it to describe a flow analysis algorithm that is then proved sound. This yields an algorithm that is precise, yet efficient for most programs encoumered in practice. A variation on the algorithm is also described that offers significantly superior worst-case performance while retaining precision and efficiency for most commonly encountered programs. Some applications of mode and data dependency information to logic programs are also described.
APPENDIX: Mode and Data Dependency Analysis as an Abstract Interpretation
This appendix casts the mode and data dependency analysis presented in the paper as an abstract interpretation.
In an actnsl execution of a program, each program point has associated with it a set of substitutions. If Subst is the set of all substitutions, the concrete domain is the set ZSubst, which forms a complete lattice under inclusion. The abstract domain for a program is the disjoint sum of the abstract domains for each of its clauses. The abstract domain for a clause C is its set of l-states, L-Statec = Vc + A x 2vc, where Vc denotes the set of program variables of C, that is, the variables appearing in the program text for C. For simplicity of notation in the discussion that follows, we consider the abstraction and concretization functions for only a single clause. The extension of this to the entire abstract domain is a tedious but conceptually straightforward construction involving the usual injection and projection operations.
The set of l-states L-Statec for a clause C can be ordered as follows: for any A, and A, in l-Statec, A, E A2 if and onl,y if for every variable x in Vc, inst(A,(r)) c inst(A,(x)) and deps(Al(x)) G deps(A,(x)), and forms a complete lattice under this ordering. Recall that if A is an L-state defined on a set of variables V, then a substitution o is said to be 1:onsistent with A if and only if for every x in V, (i) u(x) E inst(A(x)); and (ii) if for any y E V, uars(a(r)) CI uars(a( y)) # 0, then y E deps(A (x)), The abstraction function (Y: 2SubSt + L-Statec is defined as follows:
Given a set of substitutions 0 at a point in a clause C, a(O) = A is the least L-state in L-Statec such that every 8 in 0 is consistent with A.
The concretization function y: l-Statec + 2S"bSt is defined as follows:
Given a L-state A in L-Statec, y(A) = (6' E Subst 1 8 is consistent with A ).
It is straightforward to show that (Y and y are monotonic and adjoint. Consider sets of substitutions 0, and 02, with 0, c 0,. By definition, every member of O2 is consistent with a(&), which implies that every member of 0, is consistent with (~(0~). Since LY(@) is the least L-state that every member of 0, is consistent with, it follows that LY(@) E cy(&), that is, that cx is monotonic.
Let A, and A2 be L-states defined on a set of variables V, with A, E A,. Consider any substitution u consistent with Al: since A, c AZ, inst(A,(x)) E inst(A,(x)) for any x in V, and deps(A,(x)) C deps(Az(x)), whence it follows that u is consistent with A,. This implies that if c is in ?(A,), then u is also in r(A,), that is, -y(A,) c y(A,). This establishes that y is monotonic.
By definition, a(O) is the least L-state that every element of a set of substitutions 0 is consistent with; it is easy to see that r(A) is the largest set of substitutions all of whose elements are consistent with the L-state A. It follows immediately that a(y(A)) = A and 0 C y(cu(O)), that is, that 01 and y are adjoint.
It remains only to show that "unification" in the abstract domain, as defined by update-i-state, is faithful to unification in the concrete domain. This proof is essentially that of Lemma 4.2, and is not repeated here. This completes the formalization of our mode and data dependency analysis as an abstract interpretation.
